ABSTRACT In Internet of Things (IoT)-based applications, one of the foremost application is the localization and detection of continuous objects, such as mud flow, forest fire, toxic gases, biochemical materials, and so forth. The localization and detection of continuous objects require massive communication which may cause congestion, exhaust extensive amount of energy, and cause severe packet loss. In this paper, we proposed consistent data collection and assortment in the progression of continuous objects in IoT (CDCAPC) to tackle traffic congestion, continuous objects detection and throughput maximization problem, which employs the link capacity diversity, congested boundary node selection and node remaining power during the scheduling policy construction to reach maximum data transmission rate. The proposed algorithm is based on efficient utilization of network resources and variable data rates. The congestion is mitigated in hotspots by considering the differences of the link capacities in the sending process. The CDCAPC performance has been evaluated with promising results against equivalent scheme in term of data loss, high priority data packets delivery, end-to-end delay, hop-by-delay, and percentage of successfully received packets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Technological improvement in wireless communications and in electromechanical schemes have encouraged the advancement of Wireless Sensor Networks WSNs), which is the most essential module of the Internet of Things [1] , [2] . WSNs comprises of a large number of small wireless nodes with limited resources that can sense and exchange data with neighbor(s) and sink(s) [3] - [5] . In WSNs, enormous amount of sensors to sense and report the phenomenon are densely deployed in the target area. With the rapid development of WSNs, a broad range of remote sensing applications such as forest fire detection, habitat monitoring, target recognition and localization, toxic gas and oil spill detection and localization are being enabled. Sensor nodes report data at a lower rate before the events occur. However when emergency events like forest fire and toxic gasses are detected, to accurately and timely illustrate the phenomenon, high data reporting rate is necessary. In these scenarios, the lifetime of the network is balanced by the short periods of high data load known as crisis state, and the long periods of small data traffic also known as resting state. Long resting state controls network lifetime for most applications. Different from other counterpart WSNs, it is not worthwhile to activate all battery powered nodes of WSNs. Thus, to keep minimum sensor nodes active in resting state is a popular way of energy conservation in WSNs. Although this technique is energy efficient in resting state, but can cause problem in crisis sate when the data injecting rate outstrips the network capacity. During congestion, indiscriminate dropping of packets may occur even when they contain important data packets [6] - [8] .
To mitigate the congestion in WSNs, resource and traffic control are two major methods. Traffic control scheme for reducing the data injecting rate is effective in traditional networks, but in WSNs, reducing the data injecting rate in crisis state is not acceptable, because the data generated during crisis state is extremely important. In resource control method, the network capacity is increased by involving the sensor nodes which are not participating initially. Both approaches have benefits and drawbacks [9] , [10] . The main contribution of this article are as follows.
• The proposed CDCAPC approach provides consistent data collection and transmission during event detection in WSNs. Due to the occurrence of event, hotspot is created where sensor nodes generate massive data and VOLUME 6, 2018 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ exhaust much energy. The CDCAPC approach handles these problems by selecting small amount of representative nodes for data transmission in hotspot region. Subsequently, it can increase network lifetime by reducing energy consumption without compromising event detection reliability.
• One common type of sensor network applications is to gather data from sensors nodes for monitoring purpose and the collected data is usually forwarded to the sink node for further analysis. A hotspot is created near to the sink node due to may-to-one data assembly condition. Therefore, there is a possibility that sensor nodes near to the sink node may deplete their energy and drop packets indiscriminately. To mitigate packet drops and congestion each node need to calculate link capacity Cxy, before data transmission to the parent node. Link capacity refers to a burst of packets sent to the parent node. And the link capacity Cxy determined by acknowledgement (ACK) packets and the time interval. The node just sorts all the nodes in its neighbor table in ascending order with respect to their hop count, link capacity, remaining power and select the most appropriate one for the parent node.
• To deal with the suddenly failure of a node, every node tracks its parent node. When a child node confirms the failure of its parent node, it will select a new parent from its neighbor nodes so as to keep the network effective and fidelity. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the related work. Section III presents a network energy model. Section IV illustrates the congestion in WSNs. Section V illustrates the CDCAPC algorithm. Section VI makes performance evaluation and comparison analysis for the proposed algorithm. Section VII draws a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Congestion control in WSNs is significant to enhance network lifetime by reducing energy consumption in sensor nodes. Relevant and up-to-date works are described in the following section.
In the literatures, for congestion control, Wan et al. [11] have focused on traffic control. In WSNs, first congestion control guideline was given in CODA (Congestion Detection and Avoidance). In CODA nodes reveal congestion by measuring both buffer and channel load. CODA use hopby-hop backpressure scheme for transient load and end-toend solution for persistent congestion situation. In CODA scheme, the data generating nodes decrease the data rate based on AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) strategy. Nevertheless, the network efficiency reduce with traffic reduction.
Hong et al. [12] proposed COBOM for continuous object localization and boundary detection. This procedure select a subset of boundary nodes among the network nodes to transfer data to sink node without dropping valuable and effective information. By using spatial-temporal suppression and an array of boundary nodes (BN) the message size is reduced significantly although it contains information of entire neighbor nodes. When there is an alteration in the object boundaries, all boundary nodes are suppressed except those boundary nodes whose array and readings remain same. To update the boundary nodes array, the novel edge nodes with changed reading exchange information should interect with neighbors. Due to these features an efficient boundary is detected by COBOM procedure. To moderate unnecessary communication these techniques use static and dynamic clustering schemes. As compare to simple approach where all sensor nodes directly communicate to sink node each time they perceive in event. Nevertheless, these procedures have drawbacks. All these procedures give responsibility to the representative boundary nodes to transfer the detected boundary information to the sink node. If the object is indecently sampled, it may generate severe unnecessary long distance traffic between representative boundary and sink node s, which is a significant cause of power consumption. But how to efficiently utilize network capacity and resource in case of emergency situation is not discussed in the article. In emergency situation like forest fire or mud flow reliable and accurate data delivery to sink nodes is very important for timely action which is not considered in this article.
In [13] , the network is firstly partitioned into a specific number of static clusters during the network organization stage. After sensing the phenomenon, the sensor directly transmit the information to its own Cluster Head (CH). The cluster head executes the estimation function to determine the boundary and sends the information to the sink node after receiving the information. The sink node after receiving the information from various CHs defines global boundary of the phenomenon. The major advantage of CODA mechanism is the identification of boundary sensors by its own CH rather than transferring information to the sink node. In this way, message exchange between the sink node and the sensors is reduced, which can increase network lifetime. Similar to dynamic cluster selecting, the cluster head is not compulsory required which can reduce massive message exchange. But how to transfer data form congested nodes to sink nodes is very important in emergency situation, which is not studied in this article.
Akan and Akyildiz [14] proposed ESRT (event-to-sink reliable transport) protocol. In this protocol, during congestion, the sink reduces the injection rate of all sources. For congestion control, the authors used congestion detection and recovery techniques to mitigate congestion occurrence. But the major problem, is that reducing source data transfer rate can create problems in emergency situation like forest fire, oil spill and toxic gases detection.
Congestion can be caused due to several factors. When data packets injection rate is greater than the outgoing path/link capacity, when the receiving node has not enough buffer capacity to accommodate the incoming packets, when the data injection rate is more than the data service time then data packets dropping starts [15] , [16] . To mitigate congestion, the routing protocols decrease the number of injecting data packets. But simply reducing the routing data packets may decrease network fidelity and increase energy consumption [17] , [18] .
For congestion mitigation, some time traffic control method is used because of its simplicity. By using this method, the data injecting nodes usually receive a message from receiving nodes and accordingly reduce the rate until congestion mitigation. This technique is effective particularly in situation when a brief congestion occurs. But in emergency situation data rate reduction is not satisfactory, and all data which is injected by the producer nodes needs to be transferred to the sink node. Also in some scenario, high data traffic tends to be long lasting as an alternative of short-lived [19] .
To estimate path capacity Ee and Bajcsy [20] uses data transmission time. The calculated path capacity is then divided among all nodes. The key drawback is useless capacity which is assign to no-sending nodes. Lee and Jung [17] effectively control congestion with the reduction of data packets in congestion situation. The major disadvantage is the decrease in network performance. Sergiou et al. [19] suggest DAIPaS, which is very simple and effective schemes for congestion control. Instead of reducing the sending data rate, the DAIPaS operation is based on controlling the network resources. The major drawback of this algorithm is selecting the next forwarding node in round robin fashion, when a sensor node have multiple nodes in its neighbor list at the same level. In this situation there is a possibility that the node selects the one which have low capacity and much congested as comparing with other neighbor nodes.
Joshi and Younis [20] and Misic et al. [22] consider the problem of restoring connectivity in applications like forest fire, environmental monitoring, mud flow, in which nodes are vulnerable to enlarged the breakdown possibility due to the uncertain antagonist intrusion. In such sequence of events there is possibility for numerous nodes to break down simultaneously and divide the network into many isolated small networks. This type of connectivity failure results service interruption. In WSNs, to mitigate unbalance energy consumption and reduce data loss at intermediate nodes, Abuarqoub et al. [23] proposed a self-organizing and adaptive clustering (DCMDC) solution. The DCMDC algorithm is based on clustering the network. But the authors failed to consider the congestion situation and congested boundary nodes identification which is every important at the time of continuous objects appearance.
Ahmed and Paulus [24] and Xue and Wang [24] proposed congestion mitigation and detection technique for WSNs. In this work to select the non-congested node as next hop node, the criteria is distance and buffer occupancy. The major problem in this work the authors do not consider the link capacity diversity for the prevention of congestion which is the major cause for creating sink hot-spot. Boukerche et al. [26] suggest localized and distributed serial approach for query processing to get reliable information form sending nodes and to alleviate congestion and preserve network resources as much as possible. But the major problem in this approach that it only support the static network and cannot support the nodes mobility. Muhammed and Shaikh [27] discuss fault detection techniques in detail for WSNs which is deployed in harsh and hostile environment. But the authors do not provide any congestion control and boundary identification mechanism in hostile environment.
For congestion mitigation, resource control method divert small attention. In [28] and [29] congestion adaptive schemes are proposed in ad hoc networks. But these schemes fail to effectively mitigate congestion because of its topology unawareness. Solmaz and Turgut [30] propose a network model which uses multiple mobile sinks for tracking walkers during disasters occurrence. But the authors failed to control congestion and efficiently localize disaster boundary during critical situation which is important for first-line workers.
The authors fail to discuss failure node identification and selection of new sensor node, time synchronization and differences in link capacities which leads to congestion and lack of fairness.
III. PRELIMINARY
In this paper we use the well adopted first-order radio model [31] for energy consumption. According to this model, the consumed energy for k-bit message transmission is given as follows:
Similarly, that fork-bit message receiving is shown in Eq. (2):
The total energy consumption during transmission of a k bit message from a node x to its neighbor node y as:
IV. CONGESTION IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
A WSN that comprises of densely deployed wireless sensor nodes with the same communication capabilities and a sink node in the concerned area is considered in this article.
In WSN based applications, one of the foremost application is localization and continuous objects detection, such as mud flow, forest fire, toxic gases, biochemical materials, and so forth. The localization and continuous objects detection require massive communication, which can cause congestion, exhaust extensive amount of energy and cause severe packet loss. If no control measure is implemented and data transmission rate exceeds network capacity during transmission, there is the possibility of congestion and high priority packets lost. Generally, three hot spot scenarios exist in WSNs, which can be explained as follows: 
A. THE HOT SPOT NEAR THE SOURCE
When an event occur, all the nodes whose sensing range cover the event area detect the event, and report their reading to the sink s as shown in Fig.(1a) . Since many deployments assume that a node's radio range is usually two time greater than its sensing range [32] . If all nodes start sending packets at the same time, a hot spot will be rapidly formed, which may result an enormous number of packets drops near the hot spot. 
B. HOT SPOT NEAR THE SINK
In usual situation, nodes near the sink node handle a huge traffic [33] as shown in Fig.(1b) . And the batteries of the nodes deplete quickly and create a hole near the sink.
C. INTERSECTION HOTSPOT
Multiple sinks and sources results in intersection hotspot.
As shown in Fig.(1c) , the injecting data traffic from different sinks or sources merge at the intersection node, which becomes hotspot. For successful WSNs operation, all of these scenarios is threatening, which may cause severe loss. In the following sections, we will elaborate the Consistent Data Collection and Assortment in the Progression of Continuous Objects in IoT (CDCAPC) algorithm for mitigating the congestion problem in WSNs.
V. MODEL AND PROBLEM PRESENTATION
For problem presentation, we assume that the entire nodes are synchronized and have half-duplex transceiver. In this topology, source nodes are varying in number while there is only one sink. We also assume that every node has the knowledge about has own and the sink node's location. All nodes except for the sink node have same characteristics and Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) is used as the Medium Access Control (MAC) Protocol. We expect that all nodes are coordinated and cannot transmit and receive simultaneously. An undirected graph G(V,E), is used to model data collection and communication between nodes, where V and E is the set of nodes and edges respectively. All the links or edges between nodes have different capacity to transmit data packet. How to transfer data from source to base station without collision and congestion and to maximize the network throughput is the problem that we considered in this article.
Time is divided into slots s = {α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , .....α n }, all time slots have the same duration δ. s(v) denotes the set of slots used by a node v∈V to receive, transmit or generate data. τ α (v), β α (v) and γ α (v) denotes the rate of data reception, transmission and generation during a slot α ∈ s. An instance of the CDCAPC algorithm must fulfil the following situations.
1) For congestion prevention, the data transmitted by a node v will be greater than the generated and received data. The restriction can be stated as follows:
2) A node cannot transmit and receive simultaneously:
Two nodes x and y cannot forward concurrently at the same time slot α if:
• Node x and y have parent child relationship.
• Node x and y are within each other transmission range. To prevent collision between nodes in these two cases, the following constraint should be confirmed.
4) The data injecting rate from a node x to its parent w should not exceed the capacity from x to w C x,w . Formally, ∀α ∈ s: Next we will describe CDCAPC protocol and validate the above-mentioned conditions. CDCAPC algorithm consists of the below mentioned stages. The flow chart of CDCAPC is shown in Fig.3 .
A. TOPOLOGY CONSERVATION
For densely deployed WSNs, topology maintenance is critical for useful operation. To maintain topology without additional supernumerary load, a dynamic way is used by CDCAPC algorithm. For this purpose, the CDCAPC algorithm uses the level of a node in the neighbor table. As a result, a dynamic tree is created and every node forwards its packet through the shortest path.
As a demonstrative example we consider in Fig. 2 , which shows the network connectivity after applying the topology maintenance algorithm. It is observed that n 19 maintains records of all connected nodes in its neighbor table. But to use the shortest path node, n 19 can only forward data packets to node n 20 or n 26 , which is at the same hop distance from sink node.
B. PRELIMINARY CONGESTION CONTROL STAGE
In many cases, WSNs consists of sensor nodes with the same characteristics. When more than one forwarding sensor nodes forward data packets to the same destination node, if their injecting rate is greater than the destination node's processing rate, congestion happens. Formally, it can be describe as:
Let's take the scenario in Fig. 2 as the example, it can be observed that node n 5 accepts data from nodes n 4 , n 5a and n 5b , and forwards data packets to node n 6 . In this scenario, if nodes n 4 , n 5a and n 5b and forwards data packets with a combine rate greater than the transfer rate of n 5 , it is immediately identifiable that an intersection hotspot create and ultimately node n 5 buffer fill up and packet drops occur. A fascinating point is that, this situation can occur with the absence of any other flow in the network. It means that only two data flows are sufficient for the congestion of a particular node. In this setting, traffic control algorithms may decrease network fidelity, while all the remaining network resource remain idle. The proposed CDCAPC algorithm will handle this scenario with a simple scheme called Preliminary Congestion Control Stage (PCCS) and illustrated in Algorithm 1.
In PCCS, the nodes with congestion try to stop accepting data packets from multiple data flows. Therefore, for a specific node ID it sets the next sequence number field in the acknowledgement packet header to false. To stop data transmission and to keep network fidelity, the parent node selects the child node which transfers data packets at a lower rate to it. Nonetheless, if the child node has no choice for alternating parent, it continues its transmission to the same parent node. As shown in Fig. 2 , if node n 5b receives a message packet for alternate parent, this node has the choice for alternate parent selection because n 5b has two parent nodes n 5 and n 6 . But if n 5a receives a message from its parent node for alternate parent node selection, n 5a has no choice for alternate parent node selection, because n 5a has only one parent node n 5 . In this situation, n 5a will continue its data transmission to the same parent node. To stop indiscriminate dropping of data, the node n 5 differentiates the data to relatively High Priority (HP) and Low Priority (LP) data as we have mentioned in our 3: while Node x accepts data from multiple nodes do 4: if incoming rate > outgoing rate then 5: x.Flag = 0 6: if alternate route exist then 7: Broadcast discovery message DISC 8: if the neighbor node Z receives the DISC then pri = pc/hop 13: select node with highest pri for transmission 14: else 15: Transfer data to the same parent node 16: end if 17: end if 18: end if 19 : end while previous work [34] , and serve the high priority data first so as to keep network fidelity. When there is no HP data in high priority data queue, the LP data which is below the threshold will be served.
C. REPRESENTATIVE BOUNDARY NODES IDENTIFICATION AND CONGESTION CONTROL
When the algorithm 1 executes, it only awares a child node to change its routing path. It is prospective for the conveying child node to continue its transmission to the same parent node, which could result buffer overflow and indiscriminate packets dropping. The Algorithm 1 deals with this problem by prioritizing the data packets into high and relatively low priority packets and forwards the high priority data packets first. Nonetheless, the Algorithm 1 is not appropriate for the situation if all the child nodes have only one parent node and generate high priority data packets. As shown in Fig. 2 , congested nodes nodes S6, S7 and S8 forward data packets to the same parent node 1. Consequently, there is possibility that node n1 buffer become filled up and data loss occurs.
To handle this problem, we propose Representative Boundary Nodes identification and Congestion Control algorithm (RBNACC), which is illustrated by Algorithm 2. To accomplish the desire objective, it is not essential for each node independently to sense and report data to the sink node. As an if Nodes accept data from multiple nodes then 5: Apply Algorithm 1 6: if Nodes enter into RBNACC then 7: Create clusters 8: Select boundary node 9: Select representative nodes pri = pc/hop 13: Select parent the node with the greatest pri to be the parent node y 14: end if 15: end if 16: Transfer data packets to next parent node y 17: until the node y is the sink one alternative, a small number of nodes, known as Representative Nodes (RNs) can be preferred as data provider. Similarly, the remaining nodes which produce duplicate and unnecessary data are inhibited from transmitting data to the neighbor nodes. For congestion minimization and representative nodes selection, we use Spatial-temporal suppression [35] to select nodes with rich boundary information to transfer data to the parent node. Refer to Fig. 2 , the gray area indicates the event location. Inside the event location, there are two types of congested nodes, which are the outer boundary nodes and the inner boundary nodes. Congested nodes are not neighboring to regular nodes, to eliminate source hotspot, it is necessary and to minimize congestion and power consumption, and these nodes are not allowed to transfer data to its parent node.
1) ACCURATE BOUNDARY NODES SELECTION
The area covered by the boundary nodes and is formed in the previous section when the nodes report to the sink. However it is not satisfactory to be dependent on the area shaped by these boundary sensor nodes. In coarse refinement stage, a pointless and redundant set R of nodes is obtained. Nevertheless, the remaining sets still contain some pointless nodes, such as n S3 and n S5 and n S7 , which can be used to refine boundary accuracy. Therefore in this step, a large pointless and redundant sets R is obtained. Consider that event nodes n, n α and n β are in R, if nodes n, n α and n β are mutual neighbors, then a pointless and redundant set R is obtained by the following rules.
1) Node n is located between n α and n β , n∈I(n α , n β ) 2) Nodes positioned between n α and n β are at the same part of line L. 3) I(n α , n β ) and (n α , n β ) are related neighbors. 4) For node n∈I(n α , n β ), the priority of n must be smaller than n α and n β To increase network lifetime and minimize congestion, a node which cannot satisfy the above mentioned rules is not satisfactory for accurate boundary node selection and data transmission.
The congested outer boundary or router node RN node select a regular or sink node as a parent node and transfer data it. For two RNs, such as nodes n S1 and n S2 , if they select the same regular node n 13 as a parent node for data transmission, it is possible that the data received and generated by node n 13 is greater than the data transmitted by the node. In this scenario, to prevent congestion at the receiving node, the RN sets the Flag value to 0 in its neighbor table and transfer data to the selected RN through updating acknowledgement message. The Flag field shows whether a node is ready to accept data packets or not. There are several reasons for a parent node becoming unavailable to accept data packets. For example,
• Buffer Overflow: As stated in the first condition for congestion prevention, the data transmitted by a node should be greater than the data generated and received data by that node. The restriction can be stated as follows:
If this condition is not satisfied, the buffer become congested and data packets will be dropped. To refrain this condition, the congested node changes its flag value from True to False after its buffer reaches a certain threshold value, and informs its neighbor nodes through an acknowledgment packet. After receiving the ACK packet, the neighbor nodes refrain forwarding to the congested node and select a suitable alternate parent node for data transmission. After the congested node resumes its normal position again, changes the flag value form False to True and sends this information to its neighbor nodes.
• Low energy: When the power of a node is close to deplete, the node can sends this information to its neighbor node by turning its flag to False. The flag can be resumed when sufficient power is supplied.
• Router Node Unreachability: For a specific node, if there is no lower level router nodes to accept data, the node will not be able to forward data packets. The node inform this fact to its neighbor nodes by turning its Flag to False. When the lower level router node close to the sink become available, the router node again informs its neighbor nodes by changing the Flag from False to True.
• Node collapse: To deal with the suddenly failure of a parent node, every child node tracks its parent node. When a child node confirms that its parent node is no more alive, it select a new parent node from its neighbor nodes for maintaining the connection to the network. The process to detect a parent node failure and select a new parent node consists of three steps.
1) Dead node exposure: For every sensor node, it is required to communicate with its parent node after a fixed time interval to know whether it is operational and communicates to the sink node. 2) Information dissemination: If a child node finds that its parent node is working and connected to the base station, the child node need not to perform any maintenance work. But if a node detects that there is some problem with its parent node and the node is not connected to the base station, it conveys this failure information to its offspring. This stage is called the failure information dissemination. 3) Current parent exposure and assortment: For the exposure of current parent, the node requests information from its neighbor nodes to select current parent. This stage is known as current parent exposure or detection. When a child node collects information from neighbor nodes, it decides current parent based on the collected information. This stage is called current parent assortment or selection.
D. ALTERNATE PARENT NODE ROUTE SELECTION
When a node receives a Flag value 0 from a congested node, it changes the Flag value from True to False for the congested node in its neighbor table, which means that the node is no more available for receiving data packets. To select next node for data transfer, it firstly checks whether a node in its neighbor table is available to receive data packets or not according to the node's Flag value. When the Flag value is True, it means the node is available. And then the node sorts all the nodes in its neighbor table in ascending order with respect to their hop count, link capacity. At last, select the one which is the most appropriate for parent node selection.
1) LINK CAPACITY CALCULATION AND DATA TRANSMISSION
In WSNs, a hotspot is usually created near the event source or sink node as shown in Fig.2 , because the nodes near the event source or sink node are loaded with heavy data traffic for the sink node. Therefore, it's necessary to eliminate the hotspot to maximize network lifetime and reduce packets dropping. To achieve the objectives, every node calculates the link capacity before transmitting data to its parent node.
To calculate link capacity, every node sends a number of packets to its parent in a specific time slot. The link capacity C u,v is calculated by dividing the total number of ACK packets by time. In order to avoid the congested node in the process of selecting a next node, it should check the neighbors Flag value (1 means available and 0 means not available), firstly and makes the neighbors whose flag value is 1 to be the candidates. And then selects the one with the candidate with the maximum ration of link capacity and hop count counts to be the next node. In this way, the hotspot scenarios are reduced to a great extent without compromising the data transmission rate and boundary accuracy, which is shown in Fig.4 . 
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
A prototype is implemented in a java program. For performance and efficiency assessment of our technique, experiments are conducted on a desktop with an Intel Core i5-2400, 32-bit operating system and 4 GB memory. Parameter and environmental settings are illustrated in table 3 . To evaluate the algorithm's performance, the proposed scheme is compared with LTCOBA [7] , HTAP [10] and the case when there is no congestion control algorithm (NCC). The performance is evaluated in terms of percentage of received packets, end-to-end delay, data loss and hop-by-hop delay. We use 120 × 120 meter surface for our simulation. In this area maximum 110 nodes are deployed.
A. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In our experiments, the first metric we have investigated and evaluated is the percentage of successfully received packets. This is a very important metric in emergency situation like forest fire detection, mud flow and toxic gasses detection and localization, where data transmission rate reduction is not acceptable and can cause severe loss. This metric shows the ability of algorithm to reduce and mitigate congestion and transfer high priority data packets successfully and ensure reliable fidelity. Results are presented in Fig. 5 We notice that CDCAPC outperform in comparison with other counterpart congestion control algorithm. The Fig. 5 indicates that CDCAPC mechanism efficiently utilizes network resources and balances data traffic among sensor nodes efficiently. 
1) HOP-BY-HOP DELAY
This metric is also used to analyze the efficiency of algorithm in terms of overhead and congestion, because when congestion is mitigated, high hop-by-hop queueing delays is mitigated. Form Fig. 6 
2) END-TO-END DELAY
This metric is very important in time critical application and indicates the efficiency of the algorithm, the shorter end-to-end delay means the better algorithm performance.
To decrease end-to-end delay in critical situation, the congested nodes which detect the event or phenomenon but not close to the phenomenon boundary is of unimportance.
The accurate boundary nodes are carefully selected from the congested nodes at the boundary of the phenomenon. In this way, the amount of data flows are decreased in the network significantly which ultimately results in short endto-end delay and reliable data transmission. It can be seen from Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 
3) DATA LOSS
Successful data delivery in critical situation is very important in WSNs. In CDCAPC algorithm, when the buffer of a congested node reach a specific threshold value, it sends a backpressure message to the sender and advises it to change its route. The child node checks neighbor table for suitable alternate parent after receiving the message and selects the one which is more suitable in terms of buffer occupancy, energy and hop count. If there is no alternate parent, the child node continues its transmission to the same parent node, and then through a RBNIC procedure, CDCAPC algorithm try to mitigate data loss and ensure data delivery successfully. The data loss as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , indicate that CDCAPC algorithm outperforms others and ensures significant delivery to the sink node. It is also observed that even with increasing data rate from 100 pkts/sec to 130 pkts/sec, the CDCAPC algorithm ensures satisfactory data delivery to the sink node as comparing to its counterpart algorithms.
4) HIGH PRIORITY DATA DELIVERY
As we have mentioned in the PCCS, that if a WSNs consists of nodes with same communication properties, congestion and data loss occur when more than one transmitting nodes FIGURE 8. High priority data delivery. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. Average end-to-end delay. transmit data packets to the same parent node and their combining transmitting rate is greater than the destination node transmitting rate. This situation may occur with the absence of any other flow in the network. The CDCAPC algorithm first handles this scenario with a sample scheme called PCCS and illustrated in Algorithm 1. It is significant to emphasis that the PCCS algorithm only advise how to search an alternate path. If the node cannot find a suitable alternate path, it continues its transmission through the same upstream node. Accordingly, it is possible that the buffer of a receiving node is filled up and the indiscriminate dropping of packets occurs. To stop indiscriminate dropping of packets, the receiving node differentiates the data into high and low priority and serves the high priority data first to maintain the fidelity of the network. When there is no high priority data in high priority queue, the relatively low priority data below the threshold will be served. From Fig. 8 , it is observed that the CDCAPC algorithm performs satisfactory in term of end-to-end high priority data delivery as comparing to HTAP, LTCOBA and NCC.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose the CDCAPC scheme to tackle congestion and throughput maximization problem, by taking the link capacity diversity, congested boundary node selection and node remaining power into consideration. The algorithm is based on effective utilization of network resources and the data rate varying with the link capacity. The proposed CDCAPC is a lightweight algorithm, which tries to minimize the buffer based congestion possibility in PCCS by serving just one flow. If the overload is still existing, the CDCAPC executes RBNIC algorithm, during this stage it is compulsory for the data transmitting nodes to change their selected congested parents in order to reduce congestion. CDCAPC evaluation is compared against resource control HTAP algorithm, LTCOBA and NCC in term of Data loss, End-to-End delay, Hop-by-Hop delay, High priority data delivery and Percentage of successfully received packets. The comparisons show that CDCAPC has satisfactory results. It may be related with to our assumption. For instance, we don't give how to determine the boundary nodes and just assume that they are determined in advance or treat them as boundary nodes. In addition, some assumptions are not always consistent with the fact. GANG TAO is currently pursuing the master's degree with the School of Information Engineering, China University of Geosciences, Beijing. His research interests include wireless sensor networks, and spatial and temporal database. VOLUME 6, 2018
